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MONDAY, OCTOBER 24, 2016

England 1st Innings: 293
Bangladesh 1st Innings: 248
England 2nd Innings: 240

Tamim Iqbal c Ballance b Ali 9
Imrul Kayes c Root b Rashid 43
Mominul Haque lbw Batty 27
Mahmudullah lbw Batty 17
Shakib Al Hasan c Bairstow b Ali 24
Mushfiqur Rahim c Ballance b Batty 39
Sabbir Rahman not out 59
Mehedi Hasan lbw Broad 1
Kamrul Islam c Ballance b Broad 0
Taijul Islam not out 11
Extras: (9b, 13lb, 1w) 23
TOTAL: (For 8 wickets) 253.
Overs: 78.
Still to bat: Shafiul Islam.
Fall of wickets: 1-35, 2-81, 3-103, 4-108, 5-140, 6-227, 7-
234, 8-238.
Bowling: Gareth Batty 17-3-65-3, Moeen Ali 14-2-60-2,
Chris Woakes 7-3-10-0, Adil Rashid 17-2-55-1, Stuart
Broad 13-4-26-2, Ben Stokes 10-2-15-0 (1w).

SCOREBOARD 
CHITTAGONG: Scoreboard yesterday at stumps on the
fourth day of the first test between Bangladesh and
England at Zahur Ahmed Chowdhury Stadium:

BEIJING: Australia’s Minjee Lee beat
back stiff competition from rivals to land
her third LPGA victory at the Blue Bay
tournament on China’s Hainan Island
yesterday.

Lee carded a two-under par 70 to win
by one stroke at 13-under par, one
ahead of Jessica Korda and two ahead of

Thailand’s Ariya Jutanugarn on the par-
72 course. Lee and Korda shared the
leaderboard top spot heading into the
final round, but the 20-year-old from
Perth edged ahead of the American
Sunday, firing a birdie at the first hole. 

At the par-three seventh hole a birdie
by Lee and a bogey by Korda extended

that lead to three and the Australian
closed out the tournament with rounds
of 65-67-73-70 for a total of 275.

Lee is projected to move up in the
Rolex Women’s World Golf rankings after
her Blue Bay win. Having pocketed the
$315,000 first prize, she has almost $2
million in career earnings since turning

professional in 2014. 
“I feel like I’ve been playing really sol-

id golf the whole year. I know I won in
Hawaii, but getting a win this week, it
feels really good. Just really happy,” said
Lee on her win. “I’m glad I came out on
top but it was a really good fight out
there.” Korda can take heart in her per-

formance, carding 67-72-66-71 and a
total of 276 for her best finish of 2016, as
she prepares for the SIME Darby LPGA in
Malaysia where she is defending cham-
pion. Jutanugarn posted a final round
two-under par 70 to finish third for her
14th top ten finish of the year, including
five victories. —AFP

Minjee Lee keeps rivals at bay for China win

MOHALI: India’s Virat Kohli plays a shot during the third one day international (ODI) match between Indian and New Zealand at The Punjab
Cricket Stadium Association Stadium in Mohali yesterday. — AFP

MOHALI: Virat Kohli struck a magnificent hun-
dred as he joined forces with skipper Mahendra
Singh Dhoni to power India to a comprehensive
seven-wicket win over New Zealand in the third
one-day international in Mohali yesterday.

Kohli (154 not out) and Dhoni (80) put
together a 151-run stand for the third wicket to
help India achieve their 286-run target in 48.2
overs as the hosts took a 2-1 lead in the five-
match series.

The batting duo not only put the innings
back on track after India lost their openers early
but also took the attack to the opposition bowl-
ing.  Kohli, who hit 16 fours and a six during his
134-ball knock, dominated the New Zealand
bowling as he hit the ball to all parts of the
ground.  Recording his 26th ODI ton, he made
the most of a reprieve after he was dropped on
six by Ross Taylor at gully off Matt Henry to con-
solidate his position as India’s batting mainstay.

Dhoni, who recorded his 61st ODI fifty and
went past the 9000-run mark, hit three towering
sixes during his 91-ball stay but once again
failed to finish off his opponents.

The 35-year-old, whose laboured knock in the
previous game failed to take India over the line,
scored his first fifty in a year after he promoted
himself to number four.

Henry broke the big stand after Dhoni mist-
imed a delivery to short cover, the fielder strate-
gically placed in that position for the wicket-
keeper-batsman.  Manish Pandey made sure that
he gave Kohli the perfect support to canter
home in dew-laden conditions at the Mohali
Stadium.  Pandey, who scored 28, and Kohli put
on an unbeaten 97-run partnership to bring the
home crowd to life.

Earlier Tom Latham and James Neesham
struck fighting half-centuries and a late-order

flourish helped New Zealand post a competitive
285.  The visitors suffered a batting slump after
Latham fell for 61 but Neesham struck a 47-ball
57 to frustrate the Indian bowling attack.  Umesh
Yadav and Kedar Jadhav took three wickets each
to reduce New Zealand to 199 for eight, but
Neesham put on 84 for the ninth wicket with
Henry before the visitors were bowled out with
two balls to go.  The left-handed Neesham, who
recorded his maiden ODI fifty, struck seven
boundaries while Henry scored an unbeaten 37-
ball 39 with the help of four fours and a six.

Part-time spinner Jadhav, who has built a rep-
utation for getting big wickets at crucial junc-

tures, then spun into action to have skipper
Kane Williamson lbw for 22.

Latham put on 73 for the third wicket with
Taylor (44), the pair apparently at ease on a
friendly batting wicket.  Leg-spinner Amit Mishra
and Jadhav worked in tandem to rattle the mid-
dle order as the visitors slipped from 153 for two
to lose their next six wickets in 9.3 overs.

Neesham and Henry took the fight to the
opposition as the Black Caps added 44 in the last
five overs, but in the end the effort went in vain.

The two teams now head to Dhoni’s home-
town of Ranchi for the fourth ODI on
Wednesday. — AFP

Kohli ton powers India 
to 7-wicket win over NZ

ABU DHABI: Openers Azhar Ali and Sami
Aslam hit half-centuries to help Pakistan
strengthen their grip on the third day of
the second Test against West Indies in Abu
Dhabi yesterday.  Ali was unbeaten on 52
and Asad Shafiq five not out as Pakistan
reached 114-1 at stumps, increasing their
lead to 342 after dismissing West Indies for
224 in their first innings.

That had given Pakistan a first innings
lead of 228 and left them firmly in control
as they look to claim an unassailable 2-0
lead in the three-match series.

Pakistan won the first Test-a day-night
affair played with a pink ball — by 56 runs
to take a 1-0 advantage.  

But despite the West Indies falling 29
runs short of avoiding the follow-on,
Pakistan skipper Misbah-ul-Haq decided
not to enforce it and batted again.

Both Ali and Aslam survived leg-before
decisions through referrals after on-field
umpire Michael Gough had raised his fin-
ger on both occasions.  Gough has now
seen four of his decisions overturned in the
match with fellow English umpire Richard
Illingworth forced to change his initial ver-
dict three times.

Aslam was finally dismissed when he
was caught behind off paceman Shannon
Gabriel for 50, although only after West
Indian captain Jason Holder called for a
review.

Pakistan will look to stretch their lead

even further to leave the West Indies up
against it on a wearing fourth and fifth day
pitch at Sheikd Zayed Stadium.

Earlier, West Indies added just 118 to
their overnight score before they were
bowled out at tea with Pakistani leg-spin-
ner Yasir Shah taking 4-86.  Holder (31) and
Gabriel (13) frustrated Pakistan with a 27-
run last wicket stand before Shah took the
final wicket of Gabriel, caught at mid-on to
end the innings.

“We are in a commanding position,” said
Shah. “We know the pitch will help spinners
from tomorrow onwards so if we get a lead
of 500 then we can press for a win.

“It was good to get four wickets but I
was facing a bit of difficulty after bowling
with the pink ball in the first Test and then
switching to red here.” Shah also dismissed
Roston Chase (22) and Shai Hope (11) after
lunch while fast bowler Sohail Khan
bowled Miguel Cummins (three) to finish
with 2-35.  Resuming at 106-4, West Indies
lost overnight batsman Jermaine
Blackwood in the seventh over of the day
when he edged Rahat Ali to wicket-keeper
Sarfraz Ahmed after scoring just eight.

Chase and nightwatchman Devendra
Bishoo both survived lbw appeals but
Sohail had the last laugh as he clean
bowled Bishoo for 20, leaving West Indies
struggling at 144-6. The third and final Test
will be played in Sharjah from October 30-
November 3. —AFP

Pakistan build commanding 
lead over West Windies

New Zealand
M. Guptill lbw b Yadav 27
T. Latham c Pandya b Jadhav 61
K. Williamson lbw b Jadhav 22
R. Taylor st Dhoni b Mishra 44
C. Anderson c Rahane b Jadhav 6
L. Ronchi st Dhoni b Mishra 1
J. Neesham c Jadhav b Yadav 57
M. Santner c Kohli b Bumrah 7
T. Southee b Yadav 13
M. Henry not out 39
T. Boult b Bumrah 1
Extras (w7) 7
Total (all out; 49.4 overs) 285

Fall of wickets: 1-46 (Guptill), 2-80 (Williamson), 3-153
( Taylor), 4-160 (Anderson), 5-161 (Ronchi), 6-169
(Latham), 7-180 (Santner), 8-199 (Southee), 9-283
(Neesham), 10-285 (Boult)

Bowling: Yadav 10-0-75-3, Pandya 5-0-34-0, Bumrah 9.4-0-
52-2, Jadhav 5-0-29-3, Patel 10-0-49-0, Mishra 10-0-46-2.

India (target 286)
R. Sharma lbw b Southee 13
A. Rahane c Santner b Henry 5
V. Kohli not out 154
M.S. Dhoni c Taylor b Henry 80
M. Pandey not out 28
Extras (lb2, w7) 9
Total (3 wickets; 48.2 overs) 289
Fall of wickets: 1-13 (Rahane), 2-41 (Sharma), 3-192
(Dhoni)
Bowling: Henry 9.2-0-56-2, Boult 10-0-73-0, Southee 10-
0-55-1, Santner 10-0-43-0, Neesham 9-0-60-0
Did not bat: K. Jadhav, H. Pandya, A. Patel, A. Mishra, J.
Bumrah, U. Yadav
Result: India won by 7 wickets.

SCOREBOARD 
MOHALI, India: Scoreboard of the third one-day international between India and New Zealand in Mohali
yesterday.

Pakistan first innings 452 (Younis Khan 127,
Misbah-ul-Haq 96; S. Gabriel 5-96)

West Indies first innings (overnight 106-4)
L. Johnson lbw b Rahat 12
D. Bravo lbw b Shah 43
K. Brathwaite run out 21
M. Samuels c Aslam b Rahat 30
D. Bishoo b Sohail 20
J. Blackwood c Ahmed b Rahat 8
R. Chase c Shafiq b Shah 22
S. Hope b Shah 11
J. Holder not out 31
M. Cummins b Sohail 3
S. Gabriel c Sohail b Shah 13
Extras: (b2, lb7, nb1) 10
Total: (all out; 94.4 overs) 224 
Fall of wickets: 1-27 (Johnson), 2-65 (Bravo), 3-106
(Samuels), 4-106 

(Brathwaite), 5-121 (Blackwood), 6-144 (Bishoo), 7-
169 (Chase), 8-178 (Hope), 9-197 (Cummins)
Bowling: Rahat 21-8-45-3, Sohail 19-8-35-2, Babar
21-6-39-0, Shafiq 1-0-2-0, Shah 28.4-6-86-4, Nawaz
4-1-8-0 (1nb)

Pakistan second innings
Sami Aslam c Hope b Gabriel 50
Azhar Ali not out 52
Asad Shafiq not out 5
Extras: (b4, lb1, nb2) 7
Total: (for one wkt; 39 overs) 114
To bat: Younis Khan, Misbah-ul-Haq, Sarfraz
Ahmed, Mohammad Nawaz, Yasir Shah, Sohail
Khan, Zulfiqar Babar, Rahat Ali
Fall of wicket: 1-93 (Aslam)
Bowling: Gabriel 8-1-21-1 (2nb), Cummins 3-0-5-0,
Brathwaite 13-2-27-0, Bishoo 12-0-45-0, Holder 3-
0-11-0.

SCOREBOARD 
ABU DHABI: Scoreboard at stumps on the third day of the second Test between Pakistan and West
Indies played at Sheikh Zayed Stadium yesterday:

ABU DHABI: Pakistani batsman Sami Aslam avoids the bouncer on the third day of
the second Test between Pakistan and the West Indies at the Sheikh Zayed Cricket
Stadium in Abu Dhabi yesterday. — AFP

CHITTAGONG: The first test between
England and Bangladesh remains finely
poised with Bangladesh requiring 33 runs
with two wickets remaining to take the lead
in the two-match series.

Before bad light brought a premature end
to the day, Bangladesh made 253-8, chasing
286 for victory after a seesaw battle on the
fourth day. Sabbir Rahman remained not out
on 59 and will be crucial for Bangladesh to
secure its first victory against England.

Rahman and Mushfiqur Rahim combined
for an 87-run sixth-wicket partnership to raise
the hope of a famous victory. “Tomorrow if
we bat 10-15 overs, we will get that target.
We have to get in there, spend as much time
as possible in the middle,” Bangladesh coach
Chandika Hathurusingha said.”I am a bit dis-
appointed that we could have been ahead of
the game in the first innings, more than what
we are now. We are chasing the lead that we
conceded in the first innings.” England fought
back in the late afternoon and claimed three
wickets for 11 runs to leave Bangladesh on
238-8, before Taijul Islam (11 not out) helped
Rahman weather the storm to keep
Bangladesh alive.

The home side kept the target attainable,
bowling England out for 240 in its second
innings early Sunday. England survived just
4.2 overs to add 12 runs to its overnight total
of 228-8. “Ideally it would have been great to

have finished the test match today,” England
fast bowler  Stuart Broad said. “From our
point of view as a team, to go back to the
hotel, get some rest, be refreshed for that first
hour tomorrow. “ “The batsmen have to play
themselves in again. There has been quite a
few wickets in that first hour every morning.
We are not too disappointed to come off as a
team. We have to make sure our intensity is
very high.” Bangladesh made an aggressive
start with Imrul Kayes employing his feet well
to neutralize the threat of spinners.

He and Tamim Iqbal added a quick 35
before Iqbal was deceived by the turn and
bounce on a Moeen Ali delivery and got an
inside edge to short leg.

Kayes and Mominul Haque then com-
bined for 46 runs in just 10.2 overs, but Kayes
fell two overs short of lunch as he top-edged
a sweep on an Adil Rashid ball, with Joe Root
at slip making the catch behind the wicket-
keeper. Kayes sent the ball across the rope six
times in his 61-ball knock. The visitors took
the upper hand in the post-lunch session by
taking three quick wickets.

Offspinner Gareth Batty dealt a double in
his consecutive overs after lunch to get
England back on track. He won a video review
to dismiss Mominul Haque for 27 and
removed Mahmudullah, who took a review in
vain, for 17. Just when Shakib Al Hasan
appeared to take the side to safety, offspinner

Ali again struck with a delivery that shaped in
to take the inside edge of Shakib for 24.

Rahman joined Rahim and counterat-
tacked to put England bowlers in disarray.
While Rahman was aggressive, Rahim’s
approach was serene and Bangladesh
regained control.Batty could only distract
Rahim from his task when he got extra
bounce to undo him, bringing an end to an
87-run partnership.

Rahim batted for almost three hours and
played 134 balls in his 39-run knock.  Rahman

by then hit three fours and two sixes to reach
his maiden fifty off 76 balls but restrained
himself as the day approached the business
end. Stuart Broad, however, sent fuller-length
deliveries perfectly to remove Mehedi Hasan
(1) and Kamrul Islam (0). As England appeared
to be heading for victory, Taijul Islam stood
tall to aid Rahman in ending the day without
any further loss. Offspinner Gareth Batty took
3-65. Fast bowler Stuart Broad (2-26) and off-
spinner Moeen Ali (2-60) claimed two wickets
apiece. — AP

Bangladesh needs 33 runs for victory vs England

CHITTAGONG: Bangladesh Sabbir Rahman (L) and captain Mushfiqur Rahim run
between wickets during the fourth day of the first Test match between Bangladesh and
England at Zahur Ahmed Chowdhury Cricket Stadium in Chittagong yesterday. — AFP 


